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INTO THE WILD MOVIE

Inspiration

I’m so scared with poisonous plant scene

that makes the main charactor very sick since

he eats the wrong one.

I have had this experience before. When I was 

young, I ate mushroom but I didn’t cook it 

very well. Afterthat, I puked a lot and I had to

go to the hospital.

Poisonous plants and cooking is the main 

reason that I want to create this app.



Plants in the park aims to educate people who live in different cites to know 

about edible or poisonous plantsin your local parks. 

User can learn how to prepare and discover new plants

in their local areas. (In this case, Central Park, NewYork).

Audience
Vegans, Healthy people or students and NewYorkers (In this case)
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First screen with logo It detects what park you are at
by using GPS system

If you are not in the park that lists in this app,
you can try to connect to wifi search again or tap

on search button to see parks around you

This screen shows parks around you
ordered by the nearest lication
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On the map screen, the app shows your location
and plants around you.

On the snap screen, you can snap
picture of plants and search by image

After snapping picutres of plants,
the app will shows information of the plants

( also shows if it eaadible or poisonous )

This screen shows how to prepare
the plant before cooking. If you don’t 
prepare well it might cause some toxic
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This screen shows list of plants in that park 
and plants that you already discovered
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